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SUMMARY
Humans and animals use cognitive maps to represent the spatial structure of the environment. Although
these maps are typically conceptualized as extending in an equipotential manner across known space, psy-
chological evidence suggests that people mentally segment complex environments into subspaces. To un-
derstand the neurocognitive mechanisms behind this operation, we familiarized participants with a virtual
courtyard that was divided into two halves by a river; we then used behavioral testing and fMRI to understand
how spatial locations were encoded within this environment. Participants’ spatial judgments and multivoxel
activation patterns were affected by the division of the courtyard, indicating that the presence of a boundary
can induce mental segmentation even when all parts of the environment are co-visible. In the hippocampus
and occipital place area (OPA), the segmented organization of the environment manifested in schematic
spatial codes that represented geometrically equivalent locations in the two subspaces as similar. In the ret-
rosplenial complex (RSC), responses were more consistent with an integrated spatial map. These results
demonstrate that people use both local spatial schemas and integrated spatial maps to represent segmented
environment.We hypothesize that schematizationmay serve as a generalmechanism for organizing complex
knowledge structures in terms of their component elements.
INTRODUCTION

To navigate in space, humans and animals form cognitive maps

of their environment. In the classical formulation, these maps are

Euclidean reference frames that extend across space in a global

and equipotential manner.1 In contrast, alternative models sug-

gest that cognitive maps are segmented into multiple local rep-

resentations, which are then organized into a hierarchy or

graph.2–8 Consistent with the latter view, psychological studies

have reported effects of segmentation on spatial memory,

spatial priming, navigational strategies, and episodic mem-

ory.9–13 Segmentation effects are also observed in the temporal

domain, where the mind and brain appear to divide experience

into discrete events.14–16 Thus, segmentation might be a general

principle by which the mind-brain organizes both spatial and

nonspatial information. However, the neural underpinnings of

mental segmentation are not well understood.6,17

Some insight into this issue comes from studies that have

examined neural representations in environments with multiple

subspaces. When rodents explore mazes with several con-

nected compartments, place and grid cells in the hippocampal

formation can distinguish the compartments in several

ways:18,19 first, by repeating the same firing fields in geometri-

cally equivalent locations in different compartments, a phenom-

enon we refer to as schematization because it suggests the use

of a spatial schema that applies across different subspaces20–24

and, second, by forming distinct representations of each

compartment,22,25 a phenomenon known as remapping.26,27
C

Human fMRI studies have found evidence for schematization in

hippocampus,28 entorhinal cortex,29 and the retrosplenial or

medial parietal cortex30 when participants are tested on environ-

ments with connected subspaces and evidence for remapping in

hippocampus when participants are tested on unconnected en-

vironments.31,32 In addition, a third possible mechanism for

spatial segmentation was observed in a recent study that found

representational discontinuities across texture boundaries in

hippocampal place cells.33 Under this phenomenon, which we

call grouping, items within the same subspace are representa-

tionally more similar than items in different subspaces. In hu-

mans, grouping has been observed in the hippocampus and pre-

frontal cortex when people view temporal sequences of

items34,35 or watch movies.15

Human psychological work has observed behavioral patterns

that are consistent with schematization36 and grouping.3,10,37–43

However, interpretation of these results—and also previous neu-

ral findings—is complicated by the fact that most previous

studies used environments in which subspaces were defined

by boundaries that restricted the view between seg-

ments37,38,40,44 and constrained participants’ movements such

that they tended to spend time in each subspace before moving

to the next one.45,46 Therefore, many previously observed seg-

mentation effects could be a byproduct of the brain’s proclivity

to organize memories by shared perceptual context14,47 or tem-

poral and probabilistic contiguity.16,34,48 However, some behav-

ioral findings indicate that segmentation effects can occur

without walls, e.g., between shopping and business districts of
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Figure 1. Experimental design and proced-

ure

(A) Participants were familiarized with a virtual

environment consisting of a square courtyard

surrounded by buildings. A river separated the

environment into two segments and two bridges

allowed crossing from one segment to the other.

Sixteen objects were located in the environment,

with their locations balanced such that distances

and directions between objects were similar within

each segment and between segments (e.g., ob-

jects 1 and 5, 5 and 9, 9 and 13, and 13 and 1 are

equally distant from each other).

(B) Experimental tasks.

(C) Experimental procedure. Note that the object

viewing and judgment of relative direction tasks

were performed in the fMRI scanner, while the

free-recall, distance-estimation, and distance-

comparison tasks were performed outside the

scanner.

For full details on the tasks and procedure, see

STAR Methods.
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a city,9,10,13 suggesting that segmentation into subspaces can

be induced in a top-down manner, based on spatial or concep-

tual organization.

In the current experiment, we aimed to identify the neural

mechanisms behind such top-down spatial segmentation, with

the specific goal of determining whether behavioral segmenta-

tion effects are accompanied by neural effects of schematiza-

tion, grouping, or remapping. We trained participants to locate

16 objects in a segmented environment for which visibility,

spatial relations, and the probability of transition between ob-

jects were matched within and between segments. We then

used fMRI to identify object-specific activity patterns, and we

investigated how these neural representations were affected

by the spatial segmentation. To anticipate, we observed behav-

ioral and neural effects of segmentation; the neural effects were

observed in the hippocampus and scene-selective regions of the

visual system, and they manifested primarily as schematization.

RESULTS

Division of the environment into subspaces induces
mental segmentation
To encourage the formation of segmented spatial representa-

tions, we familiarized participants with a virtual courtyard that

was divided into two segments by a river crossable at two

bridges (Figure 1). The river blocked movement (except at the

bridges), but it did not block visibility. Participants learned the lo-

cations of 16 objects within the courtyard through a multi-stage

learning procedure in which they were required to navigate to

named objects in succession. The order of these navigational

targets was randomized so that that participants’ navigational

paths were not related to the proximity of the objects or the divi-

sion of the environment into subspaces. Initially, all objects were

visible, but as training progressed, increasing numbers of the ob-

jects were obscured to induce reliance on spatial memory (STAR

Methods). By the end of the learning procedure, all of the partic-

ipants included in the experiment could navigate to all object lo-

cations without error, even when all the objects were obscured
2 Current Biology 31, 1–12, November 8, 2021
(Figure S1A). The learning stage took 28 min on average (range:

16–51 min).

Behavioral assessments confirmed that participants formed

segmented spatial representations that reflected the division of

the courtyard into two subspaces (Figure 2). When participants

were asked to estimate distances between objects (distance

estimation task), their responses were significantly more accu-

rate for object pairs on same side of the river compared to object

pairs on opposite sides of the river (average correlation between

real and estimated distances: r = 0.72 within segment; r = 0.60

between segment; difference: Z = 2.32, p = 0.02; effect size r =

0.47; Figure 2A, left). Similarly, when participants were asked

to make three-way distance comparisons between objects (dis-

tance comparison task; e.g., ‘‘which object is closer to object A:

object B or object C?’’), theymademore correct responseswhen

all three objects were on the same side of the river compared to

when the anchor and target objects were on opposite sides

(average accuracy = 86% within segment; 77% between

segment; difference: Z = 2.87, p = 0.004; effect size r = 0.59; Fig-

ure 2A, right). For both distance tasks, trials were constructed so

that average Euclidean distance was equal for within-segment

and between-segment conditions. Results were similar when

data were analyzed using shortest path distance instead of

Euclidean distance as the ground truth (within-segment versus

between-segments accuracy: Z = 3.23, p = 0.001, effect size

r = 0.66 for distance estimations; Z = 2.93, p = 0.003, effect

size r = 0.60 for distance comparisons; note that Euclidean

and path distances were highly correlated to each other when

considering either all distances [r = 0.92] or only the between-

segment distances [r = 0.86]).

Further analyses of the data from the distance estimation task

revealed that participants estimated distances as being larger for

between-segment compared to within-segment object pairs,

even though the actual distances were matched between these

conditions (Z = 2.01; p = 0.047; effect size r = 0.41; Figure 2B).

Analysis of reaction times did not reveal any segment-related

priming in the distance-estimation task, which was not surprising

given the unspeeded nature of the required response. In the



Figure 2. Behavioral evidence for segmented spatial representations

(A) In the distance-estimation and distance-comparison tasks, performance was higher for within-segment judgments than between-segment judgments,

demonstrating that within-segment spatial relationships were more accurately represented.

(B) In the distance-estimation task, estimates were larger for between-segment distances than within-segment distances, even though the true distances were

matched across these two conditions.

(C) In the free-recall task, consecutive recall of objects within the same quadrant was the most common, demonstrating an effect of spatial proximity. In addition,

sequential recall of objects in the adjacent quadrant of the same segment wasmore frequent than sequential recall of objects in the adjacent quadrant in the other

segment, demonstrating an effect of segmentation. Boxplot whiskers indicate minimum to maximum values, horizontal lines inside boxes indicate medians

across participants, and boxes indicate values between the upper and lower data quartiles. Asterisks represent significant differences (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p <

0.001; two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank tests across participants).

See Figure S1 for additional behavioral results.
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distance-comparison task, however, we did observe priming: re-

sponses on within-segment triads preceded by another within-

segment triad were faster if both triads were on the same side

of the river (Z = 3.0; p = 0.003; effect size r = 0.61). Overall, these

results support the idea that the segments have some degree of

representational distinction, whichmanifests as distortions in the

accuracy andmagnitude of distance representations and also as

behavioral priming.

Segmentation effects were also observed in the free recall

task. Participants in this task were asked to name the objects

in any order (Figure 2C). All participants recalled all 16 object

names, except for one participant who recalled 15 names. The

order of spatial recall was shaped by spatial proximity and by

the division into subspaces. Objects were significantly more

likely to be remembered in sequence if they were close to each

other in the environment (average spatial distance between

consecutively recalled objects/average distance between ob-

jects if chosen randomly = 0.70; Z = 4.26; p < 0.0001; effect

size r = 0.87).49 In addition, sequential recall of objects from

the same segment was more likely than sequential recall of ob-

jects from different segments (considering only adjacent-quad-

rant object pairs to control for distance; Z = 2.72; p = 0.007; ef-

fect size r = 0.55; Figure 2C).

Finally, when participants were asked to report the size of the

environment along each direction, 74% gave different values for

the length and width, indicating that they remembered the court-

yard as being rectangular when in fact it was a perfect square

(Figure S1B).

Multivoxel patterns contain information about the
spatial locations of objects
We then turned toward themain question of the study: how is the

spatial structure of the segmented courtyard encoded in the
brain? To this end, we scanned participants with fMRI while

they performed two tasks that were designed to activate mne-

monic representations of the environment (i.e., cognitive

maps). On each trial of the judgment of relative direction (JRD)

task, participants imagined themselves standing at one object

(starting object) while facing a second object (facing object)

and indicated whether a third object (target object) would be

on their left or right from the imagined point of view. On each trial

of the object viewing task, participants viewed an image of a sin-

gle object shown outside of any spatial context and indicated

whether it was in an upright or slightly tilted orientation. These

tasks allowed us to probe neural responses related to the spatial

locations of the 16 objects but in different ways: in the JRD task,

participants explicitly retrieved spatial information frommemory,

whereas in the object viewing task, they implicitly retrieved

spatial information embedded in object representations. Previ-

ous work has shown that spatial codes in retrosplenial complex

(RSC) are most often observed during tasks that involve explicit

recall of spatial information,30,50–53 while spatial codes in hippo-

campus are most often observed in tasks that do not involve

explicit recall of spatial information.54–57 We included both tasks

to get a full picture of how spatial representations are affected by

segmentation.

We used representational similarity analysis to investigate the

spatial codes elicited during each task. Representational similar-

ity matrices (RSMs) were constructed based on multivoxel activ-

ity patterns elicited by the 16 objects. These neural RSMs were

then compared to model RSMs, which were constructed to

reflect the predicted similarities between the objects under

different spatial coding schemes. Our analyses focused on five

regions of interest (ROIs) that have been previously implicated

in the coding of spatial scenes and cognitive maps: RSC; para-

hippocampal place area (PPA); occipital place area (OPA);
Current Biology 31, 1–12, November 8, 2021 3



Figure 3. fMRI activity patterns contain information about distances

between objects

Left panel shows the anatomical extent of hippocampus and ERC and the

parcels used to define RSC, PPA, and OPA. Right panel shows results of

representational similarity analyses. For each region of interest (ROI), a neural

similarity matrix was calculated based onmultivoxel patterns elicited by the 16

objects, separately for the judgment of relative direction (JRD) and object-

viewing tasks. These neural matrices were compared to a model similarity

matrix based on the veridical Euclidean (i.e., straight line) distances between

objects. Significant coding of distances between objects was found in RSC

and OPA (asterisks indicate p < 0.05; one-sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test

across participants, FDR corrected for multiple comparisons across ROIs).

Distance coding effects in PPA in the JRD task and in hippocampus in the

object-viewing task were close to significance (p = 0.086 and p = 0.096,

respectively). ERC, entorhinal cortex; HC, hippocampus; OPA, occipital place

area; PPA, parahippocampal place area; RSC, retrosplenial complex. Dots

indicate individual data points. Boxplot elements are the same as in Figure 2.
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hippocampus; and entorhinal cortex (ERC). To obtain voxels

involved in task-related mnemonic recall,58 RSC, PPA, and

OPA were defined by selecting the most active voxels for each

task within a pre-defined search space (see Figure S2 for com-

parison to ROIs defined using a scene perception localizer).

The hippocampus and ERC were defined anatomically. In this

section, we report analyses of the data in terms of the veridical

Euclidean distances between the objects, as a first pass method

for identifying map-like spatial codes. We refer to this model as

the integration model, because it assumes full integration be-

tween all parts of the environment, irrespective of the division

into subspaces.

Participants performed the JRD task at above-chance level

(percent correct answers: 68%; Z = 3.72; p = 0.0002; effect

size r = 0.76), but accuracy did not depend on whether the start-

ing, facing, and target objects were all in the same segment or

not (within-segment versus between-segment comparison: Z =

0.1; p = 0.92; effect size r = 0.02). For each ROI, we calculated

RSMs based on the starting objects on each trial, as these ob-

jects indicated the imagined location of the participant. Compar-

ison of these neural RSMs to the Euclidean distance RSM
4 Current Biology 31, 1–12, November 8, 2021
(Figure 3) revealed coding of inter-object distances in RSC

(Z = 2.81; p = 0.012; effect size r = 0.59) and OPA (Z = 2.37;

p = 0.021; effect size r = 0.49), with a marginal trend in PPA

(Z = 1.64, p = 0.086, effect size r = 0.34; all p values false discov-

ery rate [FDR] corrected for multiple comparisons across ROIs).

There were no significant effects in hippocampus or ERC (all Z%

0.72; all p R 0.29).

The object-viewing task was administered twice: once before

participants were familiarized with the virtual environment (day 1)

and once again after environmental learning (day 2). Perfor-

mance on both days was near ceiling (average accuracy: 94%;

Z = 4.3; p = 0.00002; effect size r = 0.88). On day 2, we observed

spatial priming: response times on each trial were correlatedwith

the spatial distance between the observed object and the object

shown on the preceding trial (average correlation r = 0.03; Z =

2.69; p = 0.007; effect size r = 0.55); this effect was not observed

on day 1 (Z = 1.1; p = 0.26; effect size r = 0.22). However, we did

not observe day 2 priming related to the consecutive presenta-

tion of objects from the same segment (Z = 1.07; p = 0.28; effect

size r = 0.21). To investigate the spatial codes induced in the

brain by environmental learning, we calculated neural RSMs

based on the multivoxel patterns elicited by each object on

day 1 and day 2 and then calculated the difference between

these two matrices. This approach minimizes the contribution

of non-learning-related factors that may affect the baseline sim-

ilarity between neural patterns (e.g., semantic or perceptual sim-

ilarity).56 Comparison of this neural pattern difference matrix to

the Euclidean distance RSM revealed significant Euclidean dis-

tance coding in RSC (Z = 2.61; p = 0.02; effect size r = 0.53)

and a marginal trend in hippocampus (Z = 1.77; p = 0.096; effect

size r = 0.36), but not in any other ROI (all p > 0.19).

Schematization effects are observed in scene-selective
areas and the hippocampus
We next tested the fMRI responses in each ROI for evidence of

three possible spatial segmentation effects: schematization;

grouping; and remapping. Figure 4 shows the results of these an-

alyses in ROIs exhibiting significant effects, and Figure S3 shows

the results for all ROIs.

Under the schematization scenario, locations are coded with

respect to the geometry of each segment but in a manner that

generalizes across segments. In the current environment, sche-

matization can be conceptualized as overlaying the two seg-

ments onto a single common space, such that (for example) an

object in the ‘‘northeast’’ corner of one segment will be assigned

the same spatial coordinates as an object in the northeast corner

of the other segment. To test for these effects, we created a

model RSM under the assumption of overlay and compared to

neural pattern similarities in each ROI (see Figure S4 for explora-

tion of other possible schematization models). In the JRD task,

we observed significant schematization effects in RSC (Z =

2.27; p = 0.029; effect size r = 0.47) and OPA (Z = 3.39; p =

0.002; effect size r = 0.71), but not in PPA, hippocampus, or en-

torhinal cortex (allZ% 0.07; all pR 0.66; Figures 4 andS3). In the

object-viewing task, we observed a schematization effect in hip-

pocampus (Z = 2.38; p = 0.046; effect size r = 0.49), but not in the

other four ROIs (all Z % 1.5; all p R 0.2; Figure S3).

Analysis of effects in each hemisphere separately demon-

strated that schematization occurred in left RSC and left



Figure 4. fMRI evidence for schematic and integrated representation of spatial segments

(A) Top row graphically depicts four different models of spatial coding, with numbers indicating the locations of the 16 objects within the putative representational

space; second row shows the corresponding representational similarity matrices (see text for details; note that the integration model is the same as the Euclidean

distance model plotted in Figure 3).

(B) Significant correlations between model matrices and neural pattern similarity matrices were observed in RSC, OPA, left anterior hippocampus, and PPA (see

Figure S3 for results in all ROIs). The integration and schematization models predict neural pattern similarities in RSC and OPA during the JRD task, while the

schematization model predicts neural pattern similarity in left anterior hippocampus during the object viewing task. The grouping model predicted neural sim-

ilarities in the PPA during the object-viewing task, although this effect was not replicated using a different grouping measure (see Results). The remapping model

did not predict neural similarities in any ROI. Asterisks denote significant effects (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; one-tailed, one-sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test for each

model in each ROI; p values for each task and model are FDR corrected for multiple comparisons across ROIs). Lines represent significant differences between

models (Wilcoxon signed-rank pairwise tests, FDR corrected for comparisons between the integration, schematization, and grouping models). Dots indicate

individual data points. Boxplot elements are the same as in Figure 2.

See Figure S4 for exploration of different schematization models.
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OPA during the JRD task (although the effect was close to

significance in right OPA) and in left hippocampus during the ob-

ject-viewing task (Figure S3). For the hippocampus, we further

divided each hemisphere into anterior and posterior portions,

in light of previous studies that have found spatial codes that

are restricted to the left anterior subregion.28,54,55 Consistent

with these earlier results, the schematization effect during the

object-viewing task was significant in left anterior hippocampus

(Z = 2.99; p = 0.01; effect size r = 0.61; Figure 4B), but not in the

other three hippocampal subregions (all Z % 0.1.2; all p R 0.2;

FDR corrected across all ROIs, including the four hippocampal

subregions).

Under the grouping scenario, within-segment distances are

compressed compared to between-segment distances, over

and beyond what would be expected based on Euclidean dis-

tance. To measure grouping, we calculated the average neural

similarity for within-segment and between-segment object pairs

and compared these two values, using only distances between

objects in adjacent quadrants to control for Euclidean distance.

No significant grouping effect was found in any ROI in the JRD

task (all Z % 1; all p R 0.3). In the object-viewing task, a
significant grouping effect was found in the PPA (Z = 2.53; p =

0.021; effect size r = 0.54), but not in other ROIs (all Z % 0.8;

all p R 0.5; Figure 4). We also examined a different measure of

grouping that takes into account the distances between all the

objects, including objects in the same quadrant and non-adja-

cent quadrants (STAR Methods); this measure found no signifi-

cant grouping effects in any ROI, including the PPA (all Z < 1.1;

all p > 0.48). Therefore, grouping might be present in the PPA,

but this finding is inconclusive.

Under the remapping scenario, the two segments should have

distinct spatial representations, which would be independent of

each other in the case of complete remapping. Thus, neural dis-

tanceswithin each segment should reflect distances in the virtual

world, whereas neural distances across segments should not.

Following this logic, we indexed remapping by calculating the

average correlation between neural distances and Euclidean dis-

tances, separately for within-segment and between-segment

object pairs, and taking the difference between these two values.

We did not find evidence for remapping in any ROI in either the

JRD task (all Z % 1.8; all p R 0.1) or in the object-viewing task

(all Z % 1.4; all p R 0.4; Figure 4).
Current Biology 31, 1–12, November 8, 2021 5



Figure 5. Searchlight analysis reveals integration and schematiza-

tion effects

(A) Integration (veridical Euclidean distance) model predicts fMRI pattern

similarity in RSC during the JRD task (291 significant voxels; searchlight

constrained to all-ROIs mask).

(B) Schematization model predicts fMRI pattern similarity in RSC during JRD

task (221 significant voxels; searchlight constrained to all-ROIs mask).

(C) Schematization model predicts fMRI pattern similarity in left anterior hip-

pocampus during the object-viewing task data (55 significant voxels;

searchlight constrained to bilateral hippocampus and entorhinal cortex). Red,

significant clusters, Monte-Carlo permutation testing, Threshold-free cluster

enhancement (TFCE) corrected for multiple comparisons; p < 0.05. ROI out-

lines (RSC, PPA, OPA, HC, and ERC) are marked in black.
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Thus, we found evidence for both schematization and integra-

tion in OPA and RSC during the JRD task and evidence for sche-

matization in left anterior hippocampus and grouping in the PPA

during the object-viewing task (although the PPA finding was

inconclusive). The OPA and RSC findings were further supported

bya re-analysisof results fromaprevious study that examinedob-

ject codes in a multi-chamber environment during a JRD task;30

the re-analysis of these data found evidence for integration and

schematization in both regions (Figure S5). We did not find evi-

dence for remapping in any region (although see Discussion).

The schematization and integration models are correlated to

each other (r = 0.63; this can be easily seen by considering the
6 Current Biology 31, 1–12, November 8, 2021
fact the dimension along the river is the same in both models).

Thus, it is not surprising that both models fit the neural data in

OPA and RSC. To compare these models, we used two ap-

proaches. First, we used two-tailed, paired-sample Wilcoxon

signed-rank tests to compare correlation values between the

schematization and integration models. For completeness, we

also included the grouping model in this analysis, because it

was also indexed by a correlation value. In OPA, the schematiza-

tionmodel providedabetter fit to theneural RSM than the integra-

tionmodel (Z = 2.28; p = 0.02; effect size r = 0.48) or the grouping

model (Z = 2.28; p = 0.02; effect size r = 0.48). The fits of the three

modelsdidnotdiffer inRSC (allZ<1.07; all p >0.64) or left anterior

hippocampus (all Z < 0.86; all p > 0.67; results FDR corrected

within each ROI for all comparisons across the integration, sche-

matization, and groupingmodels). Second,we used partial corre-

lation to determine whether the schematization model remained

significantwhen regressingout thevarianceexplainedby the inte-

gration model and vice versa. In OPA and left anterior hippocam-

pus, the schematization model remained significant when ac-

counting for the variance of the integration model (Z = 3.15 and

2.07; p = 0.0008 and 0.02; effect size r = 0.66 and 0.43, respec-

tively), but the integration model did not remain significant when

accounting for the variance of the schematization model (p =

0.57 and 0.36, respectively). In RSC, by contrast, the integration

model remained significant when controlling for the schematiza-

tion model (Z = 1.75; p = 0.04; effect size r = 0.36), but the sche-

matization model did not remain significant when controlling for

the integration model (p = 0.27). These results suggest that re-

sponses inOPA and left anterior hippocampus are best explained

by the schematizationmodel, whereas responses inRSCarebest

explained by the integration model.

Searchlight analyses confirm schematization and
integration effects
To investigate spatial coding outside of the ROIs, we performed

whole-brain searchlight analyses of integration, schematization,

grouping, and remapping. No effects survived correction for

multiple comparisons across the entire brain, but when analyses

were restricted to a search space encompassing the five ROIs

(hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, and the parcels used to define

PPA, RSC, and OPA), right RSC demonstrated significant corre-

lation to the integration and schematization models in the JRD

task (Figures 5A and 5B). No significant effects were observed

in OPA, possibly due to the small size of this parcel. We also per-

formed an exploratory searchlight analysis using themedial tem-

poral lobe (hippocampus and entorhinal cortex) as an anatomical

mask, due to the importance of this region in spatial representa-

tion. This analysis identified a significant schematization effect in

left anterior hippocampus in the object-viewing task (Figure 5C),

consistent with the results from the analysis of hippocampal sub-

regions. No other models were significant in any region. These

results corroborate the ROI findings of schematization and inte-

gration effects in RSC and schematization effects in left anterior

hippocampus.

Visualization of schematization effects through
multidimensional scaling of neural patterns
To provide a visualization of how schematization manifests in

neural similarity space, we performed multidimensional scaling



Figure 6. Visualization of the schematization in the OPA using multidimensional scaling of fMRI pattern similarities

Top row shows the true configuration of the objects in the environment; bottom row shows the results of multidimensional scaling of activity patterns in OPA, from

the JRD task data. All four boxes in each row represent the same information but are colored in different ways to highlight different axes of organization. OPA does

not distinguish between objects in different segments (second column), but it does distinguish between objects in the upper (‘‘north’’) and lower (‘‘south’’) parts of

the environment (third column) and between objects in the left (‘‘west’’) and right (‘‘east’’) parts of each segment (fourth column). These findings suggest that OPA

represents the subspaces as overlaid on each other, such that the common north/south axis is preserved and east/west is represented within, but not across,

segments. Dashed blue line in top row indicates the location of the river; dashed black lines in bottom row illustrate the separability of neural patterns. See

Figure S6 for multidimensional scaling results in RSC and hippocampus.
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(MDS) on the pattern similarity matrices from OPA, RSC, and left

anterior hippocampus. The results in OPA were consistent with

the use of a single spatial representation that is overlaid onto

both subspaces (Figure 6). Objects from the two segments

were representationally interdigitated, but objects were sepa-

rable along the spatial dimension parallel to the river (‘‘north’’

versus ‘‘south’’), which is common to both segments. Moreover,

objects were separable along the dimension perpendicular to the

river (‘‘east’’ versus ‘‘west’’) when this dimension was put into a

common local space by considering it within each segment.

These results illustrate that objects are represented in OPA ac-

cording to their location relative to the geometric structure that

is common to both segments. The MDS results in RSC (Fig-

ure S6, top) were most easily interpreted in terms of the integra-

tive model, and MDS results in left anterior hippocampus (Fig-

ure S6, bottom) were not easily interpretable, though there was

some evidence for separation of objects along the north/south

axis.

DISCUSSION

The principal goal of this study was to understand how the hu-

man brain represents the segmented structure of complex

spatial environments. We familiarized participants with a virtual

courtyard that was divided into two halves by a river, and we as-

sessed their representations of this environment using behav-

ioral testing and fMRI. We found that the division of the environ-

ment into subspaces affected participants’ distance judgments,

free recall order, andmemory for environmental shape. Crucially,

segmentation effects were also observed in fMRI signals.

Multivoxel activation patterns in the medial temporal lobe
(hippocampus) and scene regions (RSC and OPA) contained in-

formation about the distances between objects, but these dis-

tance codes were distorted from Euclidean ground truth by the

subspace organization. In hippocampus and OPA, objects in

geometrically similar locations across subspaces elicited similar

activation patterns, consistent with the use of local spatial sche-

mas to represent the subspaces. In RSC, distances between ob-

jects were better fit by an integrated Euclidean code. These re-

sults suggest that the brain uses both local spatial schemas

and integrated spatial codes to represent segmented environ-

ments. Below, we consider the implications of these results for

our understanding of how segmented spaces are represented,

the role of the hippocampus and scene regions in mediating

these spatial codes, and how segmentation mechanisms might

apply to cognition more broadly.

Mechanisms for segmentation and integration
Our results illuminateseveral long-standing issues inspatial cogni-

tion.Under the classical view, space is representedbyaEuclidean

reference frame that extends in an equipotential manner across

an entire environment.1 This view is challenged, however, by

evidence from cognitive psychology that suggests that spatial

representations are segmented rather than unified. Division into

subspaces affects the accuracy of distance and direction

judgments, with between-segment judgments tending to be less

veridical than within-segment judgments.3,9,10,12,39,41,42,59–62

Segmentation also induces priming between objects in the same

subspace,28,41 shapes theorder of free recall,3,42 affects the accu-

racy of spatial and episodic memories,11,36 and biases the routes

that people choose during navigation.13 Some have taken these

results to indicate that spatial knowledge does not take the form
Current Biology 31, 1–12, November 8, 2021 7
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of a global and integrated Euclideanmap but rather is better char-

acterizedasa combinationof separate localmapsconnectedbya

graph4–8 or organized as a hierarchy.3 Our results provide some

evidence in support of this view, as participants exhibited several

segmentation effects in their behavior. However, their distance

and direction estimates were broadly accurate, even for be-

tween-segment comparisons, indicating that global spatial rela-

tionshipswere also encoded.Consistent with thesebehavioral re-

sults, fMRI analyses revealed evidence for segmented spatial

codes in OPA and hippocampus, whereas the results in RSC

were more consistent with an integrated spatial code. Overall,

the combination of behavioral and neural results suggests the

use of a mixture of spatial codes that allows participants to repre-

sent local subspaces while retaining an understanding of the

global environmental structure.

The neural segmentation effects we observed primarily took

the form of schematization. Schematization is a representa-

tional scheme that has two aspects. First, items are coded rela-

tive to a local spatial reference frame. Second, the same local

spatial reference frame is applied in parallel to subspaces with

similar spatial organization (e.g., similar geometries). Our find-

ings build on previous studies that have reported evidence for

schematization in the hippocampal formation and neocortical

regions. When rodents explore environments containing multi-

ple connected subspaces that are geometrically similar to

each other, hippocampal place cells and entorhinal grid cells

often exhibit repetition of firing fields in equivalent locations

across compartments.20–24,63 In humans, left anterior hippo-

campus exhibits fMRI adaptation between items in geometri-

cally equivalent corners of different rooms,28 and scene regions

exhibit multivoxel patterns that are similar for geometrically

equivalent locations and headings in different rooms.30 Behav-

ioral evidence for schematization comes from reports that

both rodents and humans confuse equivalent locations in

geometrically similar compartments18,22,36 and from priming

and alignment effects.30,64,65 More broadly, the local geometry

of space has been shown to guide navigational behavior in hu-

mans, rodents, and other species.66–70 Notably, in most of these

previous studies, subspaces were delineated by opaque walls.

The current results show that schematization can also be

induced by more subtle cues to spatial organization, such as

the presence of a river that provides a navigational boundary

but does not block visibility.

In contrast to the schematization effects in OPA and hippo-

campus, we observed some evidence for grouping in PPA,

although this finding was inconclusive because it was only found

for one of two grouping measures. Previous work suggests that

PPA represents scenes and landmarks71–74 but also represents

associations between objects driven by spatial and temporal

contiguities.75–77 A recent study identified a grouping effect in

right PPA and the hippocampus for objects in different rooms us-

ing a passive viewing task similar to the one we use here,78 and

other studies have identified grouping effects in hippocampus

for items that are experienced together in time.35 We suspect

that grouping effects would have been stronger in the current

study if we had not controlled for visual co-occurrence across

segments by making all objects co-visible and controlled for

temporal proximity by constraining the order in which objects

were searched for during learning.
8 Current Biology 31, 1–12, November 8, 2021
We did not find evidence for neural segmentation effects

caused by remapping. Previous fMRI studies have found indirect

evidence for remapping by showing that hippocampal activation

patterns distinguish between environments that have distinct

spatial or geometric features.31,32,79,80 Here, we tested for re-

mapping in a novel way by extracting multivoxel activation pat-

terns for specific objects within the environment (rather than

the environment as a whole) and testing their correspondence

to physical distances within and across segments. The differ-

ences between the two halves of the courtyard may have been

too subtle to induce remapping, as both halves were similar in

their visual appearance, geometry, and object configuration. In

addition, our remappingmeasure was designed to identify global

remapping. There are other forms of remapping described in the

literature, such as rate remapping or partial remapping, for which

neuronal firing is approximately similar in geometrically equiva-

lent locations across environments.81 These forms of remapping

would appear as schematization in our analyses. More broadly,

though we observed schematization (and possibly grouping) in

the current paradigm, we expect that, in other circumstances,

behavioral segmentation might be accompanied by neural ef-

fects of remapping. Indeed, the prior literature suggests that

the manifestation of integration, schematization, grouping,

and/or remapping depends on several factors, including the

amount of experience with the environment allowing subspaces

to be integrated82,83 or differentiated,26 the separability of geo-

metric and featural cues,18,19,24 and the temporal order in which

the environment was experienced.45,84

Spatial functions of the hippocampus, RSC, and OPA
Our results also speak to the specific roles that medial temporal

lobe and scene regions might play in spatial coding. We found

that multivoxel patterns in the hippocampus, RSC, and OPA

contained information about the distances between objects in

the virtual environment. Several previous studies have reported

fMRI signals related to inter-object distances in the hippocam-

pus50,54–57 and RSC.30,50,52,57 The finding of distance-related

coding in OPA is novel. Previous studies have implicated this re-

gion in the coding of the spatial structure of visual scenes from

particular points of view,85–87 but to our knowledge, there have

been no previous reports of an allocentric spatial code in this

region.

It is notable that the spatial codes we observed showed some

degree of task dependence. Distance codes were observed in

RSC in both tasks, but distance codes were only found in OPA

in the JRD task, and distance effects were only found in hippo-

campus in the object-viewing task. The JRD task requires explicit

retrieval of information about particular locations and views,

whereas the object viewing task does not. Thus, one possibility

is that the spatial representations in OPA are a byproduct of an

imagery process that operates during explicit, but not implicit,

retrieval of spatial location.88 In contrast, the spatial representa-

tions in hippocampusmay be intertwinedwith object representa-

tionsandhenceautomatically retrievedwhenanobject is viewed.

It is unclear why spatial representation was not observed in the

hippocampus during the JRD task, though this finding is consis-

tent with earlier studies30,51,53 (but see Huffman and Ekstrom50).

This lacuna may have been an artifact of the analysis procedure.

For the object-viewing task, we obtained object codes before
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and after learning and compared the two patterns. This

approach, which was used in earlier studies (Deuker et al.56

and Schapiro et al.;89 although see Schapiro et al.35 and Nielson

et al.55), allowed us to identify pattern changes related to spatial

learning while controlling for baseline object similarity. If the hip-

pocampus represents objects and their similarities alongmultiple

feature dimensions, then this approach (which could not be im-

plemented for the JRD task) might be necessary to isolate repre-

sentational associated with spatial learning.

How general is the involvement of the hippocampus, RSC, and

OPA in spatial coding of segmented environments? Our study

used an open, co-visible space. Real-life environments are often

larger and extend beyond a single visible scene. OPA has been

implicated in processing local scene elements, such as bound-

aries and navigational affordances,86,90 and thus might be less

involved in representing spatial relations in larger spaces. In

contrast, RSC has been shown to be active during spatial judg-

ments in larger environments that are not entirely co-visible.91

The hippocampus also appears to have a general role in repre-

senting spatial relations across multiple scales, as previous

studies have found spatial coding for both single spaces92 and

larger environments.55,56,93 An important issue for future studies

is understanding how our findings generalize to spaces with a

range of spatial scales and co-visibilities.93–95

Segmentation in non-physical spaces
The idea that spatial representations have a broad role in orga-

nizing thought has gained wide currency in recent years.6,96–99

This view suggests the possibility that the spatial segmentation

mechanismobserved heremay play amore general role in cogni-

tion. Segmentation effects have been observed in the temporal

domain, where the division of experience into events has been

extensively investigated.14,100 Temporal distances between

events are judged as longer than temporal distances within

events,16,101–103 and within-event temporal order judgments are

more accurate than between-event judgments.104 Event bound-

aries can create differentiation between events17,34,35,105,106 but

canalso induce schematizationwhere the same representation is

applied to similarly structured events.107,108 At the neural level,

temporal segmentation effects have been observed in the hippo-

campus15,109 and in regions of themedial and lateral parietal cor-

tex that are close to (and potentially overlapping with) OPA and

RSC.15 Thus, spatial and temporal segmentationmaybe induced

by common mechanisms. We speculate that these mechanisms

might also be applied to other types of knowledge, such as social

grouping or semantic categorization.6,17,97,98,110
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CoSMoMVPA toolbox Oosterhof et al.113 http://www.cosmomvpa.org/

Unity 3D 2018.4.8f1 Unity technologies https://unity.com/

Psychopy 3 Peirce et al.114 https://www.psychopy.org/

Webseq Aguirre115 https://cfn.upenn.edu/guirre/webseq/

The Decoding Toolbox Hebart et al.116 https://sites.google.com/site/tdtdecodingtoolbox/

Group-constrained Subject-Specific (GSS)
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Dr. Michael Peer

(mpeer@sas.upenn.edu).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
All of the experimental results (average correlations to matrices, behavioral analyses, and more) and our analysis codes are available

at https://github.com/michaelpeer1/segmentation.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Participants
Twenty-four healthy individuals (9 male, mean age 26 y, SD = 4.9) from the University of Pennsylvania community participated in the

experiment. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and provided written informed consent in compliance with procedures

approved by the University of Pennsylvania Institutional Review Board. Four additional participants started the experiment but failed

to complete the spatial learning task in the allotted time on day 1 and were not tested further.

METHOD DETAILS

MRI acquisition
Participants were scanned on a Siemens 3.0 T Prisma scanner using a 64-channel head coil. T1-weighted images for anatomical

localization were acquired using an MPRAGE protocol [repetition time (TR) = 2,200 ms, echo time (TE) = 4.67 ms, flip angle = 8�, ma-

trix size = 1923 2563 160, voxel size = 13 13 1 mm]. Functional T2*-weighted images sensitive to blood oxygen level dependent

contrasts were acquired using a gradient echo planar imaging (EPI – EPFID) sequence (TR = 2,000 ms, TE = 25 ms, flip angle = 70�,
matrix size = 96 3 96 3 81, voxel size = 2 3 2 3 2 mm).

Virtual environment
The learning environment was a virtual park of size 1503 150 virtual meters, whose boundaries were marked by rows of buildings on

all four sides (Figure 1A). A river ran through the center of the park, dividing it into two segments, which were connected by two

bridges over the river. Landmarks were located outside of the park boundaries on the sides of the environment defined by the river
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axis: a mountain range on one side and a forest on the other. The whole park was visible from any location within it. The environment

was created using Unity 3D software, and all items and environmental features were taken from the Unity asset store.

Sixteen objects were located within the park, situated on stone pedestals. Four objects were located in each environmental quad-

rant; objects in adjacent quadrants were organized in corresponding locations with 90 degrees of rotation between adjacent quad-

rants. These placements ensured that distances and directions between objects in adjacent quadrants were identical (both for adja-

cent quadrants on the same side of the river and for adjacent quadrants on opposite sides of the river). The sixteen objects were:

traffic cone, lamp, motorcycle, guitar, water hydrant, pyramid, book, statue of a person, bell, dinner table, treasure chest, umbrella,

tree, ship, snowman, and chair. The assignment of these objects to the sixteen locations was randomized across participants.

Experimental sequence
The experiment consisted of two sessions, performed on consecutive days (except for two participants who had longer gaps of 2 and

4 days due to MRI scheduling issues). Behavioral and MRI data were collected on both days. This section describes the sequence of

tasks. The following section describes each task in detail.

On day 1, participants were first briefly familiarized with the objects used in the experiment (object familiarization task). They were

then scanned with fMRI while performing two runs of the object viewing task, which involved viewing the objects one at a time while

making simple perceptual judgments. Also included in the MRI scanning portion of the day 1 session were functional localizer scans,

anatomical T1 acquisition scans, and a resting-state scan in which participants were instructed to keep their eyes open andmake no

response. After exiting the scanner, participants performed the environmental learning task, which provided intensive training on the

spatial layout of the environment and the locations of the objects within it. This was the first time they saw the objects in the context of

the virtual environment. They were then given brief initial training on the judgment of relative direction (JRD) task, in preparation for

using the task the next day (data from these day 1 training trials were not analyzed). All told, session 1 lasted approximately 82 mi-

nutes: 42 min for the fMRI session and 40 min for the post-scan environmental training.

On day 2, participants entered the MRI scanner and performed 10 additional minutes of the environmental learning task to refresh

their memory of the spatial layout of the virtual environment. They then performed 2 runs of the object viewing task. These were iden-

tical to the day 1 runs, but in this case the data were obtained after participants had gained knowledge of the spatial locations of the

objects. They then performed 3 runs of the JRD task, which served to elicit MRI activity corresponding to explicit retrieval of spatial

information. They then exited the scanner and performed three behavioral tasks that further queried their spatial memories for the

virtual environment (free recall, distance estimation, and distance comparison), followed by a post-experiment questionnaire. All

told, session 2 lasted approximately 92 minutes (50 min for the fMRI session and 42 min for the post-scan behavioral tests).

Experimental tasks
Experimental tasks were programmed in Unity 3D and Psychopy 3,114 and stimuli sequences were selected using custom MATLAB

code and using the webseq tool at https://cfn.upenn.edu/aguirre/webseq/ for carryover sequences.115

Object familiarization task
Participants viewed the sixteen objects in random order on a black background, and were instructed to pay attention to the object

images and names.

Environmental learning task
Participants freely navigated within the virtual environment while performing amemory encoding/retrieval task on the locations of the

objects. On each trial, they were given the name and image of an object and navigated to its location. Participants only saw the envi-

ronment from a first-person perspective. The task was divided into five learning stages of increasing difficulty: in stage 1, all sixteen

objects were completely visible; in stage 2, four objects were covered with wooden planks during each trial so that they were not

visible; in stage 3, eight objects were covered; and in stages 4 and 5, all sixteen objects were covered. The objects that were covered

in stages 2 and 3 varied randomly from trial to trial, but always included the goal object. The order of the goal objects was randomized

to ensure that participants’ navigational experience was not related to the proximity of the objects or the division of the environment

into subspaces.

Participants started stage 1 in a randompositionwithin the park, and started each subsequent stage from the ending position of the

previous stage. Each stage beganwith short instructions, after which the name and image of the first object to be foundwas shown at

the top of the screen. Participants were required to navigate to a position just facing the pedestal supporting this object (from any

direction) and press the ‘‘down’’ key. If they selected the correct pedestal, a green light appeared and the next goal object was indi-

cated. If they selected an incorrect pedestal, a red light appeared, and any occluding planks around the object were briefly removed

to enable learning from the error. They then continued to search until they found the correct pedestal before moving on to the next

trial. After all sixteen objects were found, participants were re-tested on any objects that they hadmade errors on, until they had found

each object at least once without making amistake; only then did they pass to the next stage. In stage 5, all objects had to be found in

sequence without making any mistakes in order to finish the task; if a mistake was made, the whole stage started anew. A counter at

the top of the screen indicated how many objects had been found successfully during the current stage.

We established pre-set limits of 32 mistakes for stage 4, 15 mistakes for stage 5, and one hour overall to complete the task. Par-

ticipants who exceeded any of these limits were excluded from the rest of the experiment. The gradual learning, repetition of
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incorrectly remembered objects at the end of each stage, and requirement for perfect object-finding at the last stage were intended

to ensure that participants accurately encoded all of the object locations. Participants performed the full learning task on day 1 until it

was finished. On day 2, they performed 10 minutes of the task to refresh their memory of the environment, starting from stage 1. See

Video S1 for a short demonstration of the environmental learning task.

Object viewing task
Participants viewed the objects presented one at a time for 1 s each followed by a 1 s interstimulus interval. Objects were shown on a

black background and a fixation cross remained on the screen through the whole experiment. To maintain attention, participants

performed an incidental perceptual judgment on the orientation of the objects, which were shown in an upright orientation on half

the trials and in a tilted orientation (15� to the right or 15� to the left) on the other half. Participants used a button box to indicate

whether the object on each trial was upright, rotated to the right, or rotated to the left. Fixation periods were interspersed throughout

the experiment, each lasting four seconds. The seventeen trial types (sixteen objects and fixation) were ordered in a Type 1 index 1

continuous carryover sequence within each scan run, such that each stimulus preceded and followed every other condition an equal

number of times.115 In accordance with these requirements, each scan run consisted of 289 trials (272 object trials and 17 fixation

trials) and was 632 s long. Two unique carryover sequences were used for each participant in day 1 and these same sequences were

repeated in day 2. Prior to the first run on day 1, participants performed a short training sequence with one presentation of each stim-

ulus to familiarize them with the task.

Judgment of Relative Direction (JRD) task
On each trial, participants were presentedwith the names of three objects. Theywere instructed to imagine that theywere standing at

the location of the first object (starting object), facing toward the second object (facing object), and to indicate by button press

whether the third object (target object) would be to the left or to the right of this imagined line of sight. The starting and facing object

were always in the same quadrant, while the target object was always from an adjacent quadrant (either the adjacent quadrant within

the same segment or the adjacent quadrant immediately across the river). Each trial lasted 5 s and the names of the objects remained

on the screen the entire time. Trials were followed by a variable inter-stimulus interval of 1 s (3/8 of the trials), 3 s (3/8 of the trials), or 5 s

(1/4 of the trials). Object names were padded with non-letter characters to eliminate any fMRI response differences related to the

number of letters in the object names.

Therewere three JRD runs, each lasting 392 s, with 48 unique trials per run. Starting objects and facing objects were chosen so that

every possible within-quadrant combination (6 per quadrant; 24 total) was shown twice per run, once with a target in the adjoining

quadrant in the same segment and once with a target in the adjoining quadrant in the opposite segment. Targets were equally distrib-

uted across objects, so that each object was used 3 times per run as a starting object, 3 times as a facing object, and 3 times as a

target. Thus, differences between the conditions can be attributed to the spatial aspects of how the objects are combined within a

trial, rather than to the objects themselves. These three JRD runs were performed in the scanner on day 2. A training version of fifteen

self-paced trials followed by fifteen timed trials was run outside the scanner on day 1, using object combinations that were not shown

in the day 2 runs.

Distance estimation task
On each trial, participants saw the names of two objects on the left and right of the screen. They used the computer keyboard to type

their estimate of the distance in feet between the two objects. Objects were always from two adjacent environmental quadrants:

either two quadrants within the same segment or adjacent quadrants across the river, thus keeping real distances balanced between

these conditions. All possible pairs of objects in adjacent quadrants were used, resulting in 64 trials. The task was self-paced.

Distance comparison task
On each trial, participants saw the name of one anchor object on top of the screen and two target objects below it on the left and right

sides of the screen. They pressed the left or right button to indicate which of the two target objects was closer to the anchor object.

The two target objects were always in the same quadrant, whichwas adjacent to the quadrant containing the anchor object (either the

adjacent quadrant within the same segment or the adjacent quadrant across the river). Each object was used exactly 4 times as an

anchor and 4 times as a target, resulting in 64 total trials. The task was self-paced.

Free recall task
Participants were instructed to type the name of each object they could recall in the environment, in any order. They were instructed

to press return after entering each word and press a ‘‘finish’’ button when they had written down as many names as they could recall.

Participants saw all of the words they have already entered on the screen (on different lines), as well as a counter indicating the num-

ber of words they have entered, but they could not go back and erase words they already entered. The task was self-paced.

Post-experiment questionnaire
Participants were asked to write down their strategy for solving each task, draw an image of the environment, and estimate the en-

vironment’s size. The environmental size estimate along the north-south axis was divided by the size estimate along the east-west

axis to obtain a directional and normalized environmental distortion measure (this measure was equal to 1 if subjects correctly
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identified the environment as square). Participants were also asked to rate on a scale of 1-10: how difficult each task was, how well

they felt they knew the environment on day 1, how well they remembered the environment on day 2, how much they imagined the

environment from egocentric and allocentric perspectives while doing the tasks.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Behavioral analyses
Object viewing task

We examined the effects of distance and segmentation on response times. For each participant, we calculated the correlation be-

tween response time to each item and the distance between this item and the previous one, and then we compared these values

against zero using a one-sample two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test. To examine priming related to segmentation, we compared

the average response times for items preceded by items within the same segment versus the other segment.

Judgment of Relative Direction (JRD) task

To test for possible segmentation effects, accuracy (number of correct responses) for within-segment JRD estimations was

compared to accuracy for between-segment JRD estimations. The assignment of trials to these conditions was determined by

the location of the target object relative to the starting and facing objects.

Distance estimation task

We examined three possible signatures of segmentation. First, to test for decrease of accuracy when comparing locations across

segments, we calculated the correlation between real and estimated distances, separately for within-segment and between-

segment object pairs, and compared the two values. This calculation was then repeated using shortest-path distances instead of

Euclidean distances. Second, to test for elongation of distance estimates between segments, distance estimates were z-scored

across trials for each participant, and average distance estimates were compared for within-segment and between-segment object

pairs. Third, to test for priming of responses related to segmentation, we calculated response times for within-segment trials that

were preceded by a within-segment trial from the same segment and within-segment trials that were preceded by a within-segment

trial from the other segment. We then compared these two values with a two-tailed paired sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

Response times with a deviation of more than three standard deviations from the mean were treated as outliers and removed

from the priming analysis.

Distance comparison task

To test for segmentation, we compared success rates for within-segment versus between-segment trials, under the rationale that

distance representations should be more accurate within a segment. Correct responses were determined by Euclidean distances

between the objects. The analysis was then repeated using shortest path distances to determine correct responses. We also tested

for priming related to segmentation by examining response times on within-segment trials. We used a two-tailed paired-sample Wil-

coxon signed-rank test to compare response times when these trials were preceded by another within-segment trial from the same

segment versus a different segment. Response times with a deviation of more than three standard deviations from the mean were

treated as outliers and removed from this analysis.

Free recall task

We examined effects of distance and segmentation on the order of recall. For each participant, we calculated the average Euclidean

distance between consecutively remembered objects, and we also calculated the average distance between consecutively remem-

bered objects for a simulation of random transition strings (without repetition) run 1000 times. We then subtracted this average simu-

lated distance from each participant’s average consecutively remembered objects’ distance, and compared the resulting difference

values to zero. To test for segment effects on object sequential recall probabilities while controlling for spatial distance, the number of

within-segment adjacent-quadrant consecutive object recalls was compared to the number of between-segment adjacent-quadrant

consecutive object recalls.

MRI preprocessing
Preprocessing was performed using fMRIPrep 1.2.6-1 (RRID: SCR_016216),111 which is based on Nipype 1.1.7 (RRID:

SCR_002502).118 The T1-weighted (T1w) structural image was corrected for intensity non-uniformity (INU) using N4BiasFieldCorrec-

tion (ANTs 2.2.0),119 and used as T1w-reference throughout theworkflow. The T1w-referencewas then skull-stripped using antsBrai-

nExtraction.sh (ANTs 2.2.0), using OASIS as target template. Brain parcellations into anatomical regions were defined using recon-all

(FreeSurfer 6.0.1, RRID: SCR_001847).112 Spatial normalization to the ICBM 152 Nonlinear Asymmetrical template version 2009c

(RRID: SCR_008796)120 was performed through nonlinear registration with antsRegistration (ANTs 2.2.0, RRID: SCR_004757),121 us-

ing brain-extracted versions of both T1w volume and template. Brain tissue segmentation of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), white-matter

(WM) and gray-matter (GM) was performed on the brain-extracted T1w using the fast tool (FSL 5.0.9, RRID: SCR_002823).122

For functional T2*-weighted scan runs, the following preprocessing was performed. First, a T2* reference volume and its skull-

stripped versionwere generated using a custommethodology of fMRIPrep. A deformation field to correct for susceptibility distortions

was estimated based on a field map that was co-registered to the T2* reference, using a custom workflow of fMRIPrep derived from

D. Greve’s epidewarp.fsl script and further improvements of HCP Pipelines.123 Based on the estimated susceptibility distortion, an

unwarped T2* reference was calculated for a more accurate co-registration with the T1w reference. The T2* reference was then co-

registered to the T1w reference using bbregister (FreeSurfer) which implements boundary-based registration.124 Co-registration
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utilized nine degrees of freedom to account for distortions remaining in the T2* reference. Head-motion was estimated by comparing

the functional T2* images to the T2* reference, using mcflirt (FSL 5.0.9)125 with three translational and three rotational degrees of

freedom. Gridded (volumetric) resamplings for head motion transformation and co-registration were performed using antsApply-

Transforms (ANTs), configured with Lanczos interpolation to minimize the smoothing effects of other kernels.126 Functional images

were slice-time corrected using 3dTshift from AFNI 20160207 (RRID: SCR_005927)127 and resampled to MNI152NLin2009cAsym

standard space. To measure potential confound variables, head motion framewise displacement (FD) was calculated for each pre-

processed functional run, using its implementation in Nipype (following the definitions by Power et al.128); average signals were also

extracted from the CSF and the white matter. Finally, functional data runs were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (3mm full width at

half maximum) using SPM12 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging).

Functional MRI analysis
Estimation of fMRI responses

Voxelwise blood-oxygen level dependent responses to the 16 objects were estimated using general linear models (GLMs) imple-

mented in SPM12 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging) andMATLAB (R2019a, Mathworks). Separate GLMswere implemented

for each task (JRD, object viewing day 1, object viewing day 2). Trials on object viewing task runs were assigned to conditions based

on the object being viewed; trials on JRD task runs were assigned to conditions based on the starting object on each trial (which

indicated the imagined location). GLMs included regressors for each of the sixteen objects, constructed as impulse functions

convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function. Also included were regressors for the following variables of no interest:

headmotion parameters (6 regressors), overall framewise displacement of the head,128 average signals from the CSF and white mat-

ter (2 regressors), and differences between scan runs. Temporal autocorrelations were modeled with a first-order autoregressive

model.

Definition of regions of interest (ROIs)

PPA, OPA and RSC were defined using functional data from individual participants and group-level masks (parcels) that specified

these regions’ average location in a previous study.117 For each ROI and task (JRD, day 2 object viewing), we chose the 100 voxels

with the highest activity within the corresponding parcel in each hemisphere. Activity was defined by the average response of the

voxel across all 16 objects; the response to each object was determined by a t test contrasting the object’s parameter estimate

against the resting baseline.129 These hemisphere-specific ROIs were then combined to create bilateral ROIs (200 voxels per ROI).

We chose to focus on the task-based ROIs for the main analysis, because we were primarily interested in mnemonic rather than

perceptual codes, and recent reports suggest an anatomical separation between brain loci activated by spatial memory versus

spatial perception.58,73,130,131 For comparison, we also defined ROIs based on scene selectivity during the functional localizer

runs. Participants performed a 1-back repetition detection task while viewing 16 s blocks of faces, scenes, objects and scrambled

objects, with each stimulus presented for 600ms followed by 400ms of fixation. fMRI responses were estimated by a GLM that

included boxcar regressors for each of the four stimulus categories convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function

(HRF). ROIs were defined as the 100 voxels with each parcel and hemisphere showing the greatest contrast between scenes and

three other stimulus categories. In line with previous reports,58 these localizer-based ROIs were posterior to the task-based ROIs

(Figure S2). However, the localizer-based and task-based ROIs had on average 34% overlap between them (average overlap across

participants: 16% in RSC, 24% in PPA, 62% in OPA). Therefore, these regions of interest seem to reflect partially-overlapping sub-

regions within the larger scene-selective ROI masks, and not completely distinct regions. In any case, we obtained mostly similar

results when using perceptual localizer-based ROI definitions (Figure S2C). Note that the choice of the most active voxels to define

the scene-selective ROIs did not bias further analyses, as activity was averaged for each voxel across all conditions, and the sub-

sequent representational similarity analyses measure multivoxel pattern similarities between the different conditions.

The ROIs for hippocampus and entorhinal cortex were defined from each participant’s anatomical parcellation as obtained from

Freesurfer. In this case we did not use activation values to select a smaller subset of voxels. This decisionwas based on an analysis of

the distribution of activity across voxels. Within RSC, PPA, and OPA, the histogram of response values across the entire parcel

showed a significant positive skew across participants, indicating that some voxels were reliably more activated than others (two-

tailed one-sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test across participants, Pearson’s nonparametric skew measure, p < 0.05 in all ROIs in

both tasks except for RSC in the object viewing task). Within the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex, on the other hand, we observed

no skew in the activity values across voxels (all p values > 0.05). This suggests that all voxels within the hippocampus and entorhinal

cortex were equally implicated in the tasks, and that the anatomically-defined structure is the most appropriate ROI. Finally, to mea-

sure the effects in hippocampal subregions, we divided the group-level hippocampal anatomical mask in each hemisphere into pos-

terior and anterior portions by dividing along the middle hippocampal y axis coordinate.

The temporal signal-to-noise ratio (tSNR – mean ROI signal intensity divided by its standard deviation across time, averaged

across runs) differed between ROIs (175.1,228.3,269.4,302.3,230.0, for RSC, PPA, OPA, hippocampus and ERC, respectively).

Therefore, distance codes might be more easily detectable in some ROIs than in others.

Representational similarity analysis (RSA)

To evaluate the representational space within each ROI for each participant, neural representational similarity matrices (RSMs) were

constructed for each task (JRD, object viewing day 1, object viewing day 2). First, multivariate noise normalization was applied to the

voxelwise beta values (i.e., responses to each object), using a regularized estimate of the noise covariance matrix132 implemented

with code from the Decoding Toolbox.116 Voxels from all participant-specific ROIs (PPA, OPA, RSC, hippocampus, entorhinal cortex)
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were included in this normalization procedure. Multivoxel activation patterns for each object were then created by averaging the

normalized beta values across runs and then concatenating across all voxels within the ROI. The cocktail mean pattern (mean activity

in each voxel across all objects) was subtracted from the 16 object patterns, and the resulting object-specific patterns were then

compared using Fisher z-transformed Pearson correlations to create 16 3 16 RSMs.

For the JRD task, the resulting RSMs were then assessed for the hypothesized effects described below. For the object viewing

task, the day 1 RSMs were subtracted from the corresponding day 2 RSMs to create matrices that reflected the change in neural

similarity following environmental learning,56 and these were assessed for the effects described below. Note that because the object

presentation order was identical in days 1 and 2, this procedure allows us to isolate neural pattern differences that relate to spatial

learning while controlling for any order effects.56,89 Moreover, because the assignment of objects to locations was randomized

across participants, there should be no reliable relationship between the day 1 neural pattern correlations and inter-object distances,

and indeed we verified that this was the case (average similarity between day 1 patterns and the integration model described below,

r = �0.0006 across participants and ROIs). We tested for the following spatial codes:

1. Integration – Under integration, neural distances between objects should correspond to veridical Euclidean distances, irre-

spective of the division of the environment by the river. To test for integration, we constructed a 16x16 inter-object distance

matrix corresponding to the Euclidean distances between all objects in the virtual environment. This distance matrix was

then normalized to a range of zero to one, converted to a similarity matrix by subtraction from 1, and compared to the neural

RSMs using Spearman correlation. Since the matrices were symmetrical, only the lower triangle of each RSM (excluding the

diagonal) was used in this calculation.

2. Schematization – Schematization implies that the same spatial schema is used to represent both segments; therefore,

geometrically-equivalent locations in both segments (e.g., the north-east corners of the two segments) should have similar

neural codes. To test for this effect, we constructed a 16x16 model matrix corresponding to inter-object distances after

one segment was shifted along the x axis (perpendicular to the river) so that it was overlaid on the other segment. Specifically,

we subtracted the width of one segment (i.e., 75 vm) from the x axis coordinates of the objects in this segment, while keeping

the coordinates for the objects in the other segment unchanged.We then recalculated Euclidean distances between all objects

using the original coordinates for one segment and the shifted coordinates for the other segment. The model matrix was then

converted to a similarity matrix as described above and compared to the neural RSMs using Spearman correlation.

3. Grouping—To assess possible grouping effects, we calculated two grouping indices. The first grouping index reflected the

extent to which objects in different segments were more representationally distinct than objects within the same segment.

To measure this, we created a model RSM with 1 for within-segment object pairs and �1 for between-segment pairs. To con-

trol for Euclidean distance differences, only object pairs in adjacent quadrants were analyzed; the rest of the matrix cells were

converted to NaN values. The model matrix was then compared to the neural RSMs using Spearman correlation on the off-

diagonal elements. The second grouping index utilized the full distance matrix between all objects. For this index, we first

calculated the expected mean difference between within-segment and between-segment distances under a Euclidean model

(using the integration model matrix). We then compared this value to the actual difference between within-segment and be-

tween-segment neural similarities to test whether the latter was larger.

4. Remapping—To assess possible remapping effects, we computed a remapping index that reflected the extent to which the

two segments utilized a common distance code. We calculated the correlation between the neural RSM and the inter-object

Euclidean distance RSM, separately for within-segment and between-segment object pairs, and then took the difference be-

tween these two values. If the entire environment is represented using a single map, then Euclidean distance effects should be

found for both within-segment and between-segment pairs, and the remapping index should be close to zero. In contrast, if

there is remapping between the segments, then Euclidean distance effects should be found for within-segment but not be-

tween-segment pairs, and the remapping index should be positive. Note that this remapping measure is sensitive but not spe-

cific to remapping: it will be positive if remapping exists, but it can also be positive in other situations, such as grouping.

The measures corresponding to the strength of evidence for each effect (integration, schematization, grouping and remapping)

were computed for each participant, ROI, and task (JRD and object viewing). The significance of each effect in each task was as-

sessed by one-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test. The resulting p values were FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons across

ROIs usingMATLAB’smafdr function with the Benjamini-Hochberg algorithm.133 To control for possible confounds of co-occurrence

and response similarity in the JRD data, matrices were computed for each participant indicating howmany times each pair of objects

appeared together in the same JRD questions (co-occurrence) and the percent of right button presses versus left button presses for

each object pair (response similarity). A partial correlation analysis was then performed with MATLAB’s partialcorr function to test

whether the integration and schematization models remained significant predictors of the neural RSMs when controlling for variance

explained by object co-occurrences and response similarity. This analysis revealed that the integration model remained significant in

RSC (Z = 2.75, p = 0.003, effect size r = 0.57) and the schematizationmodel remained significant in both RSC and OPA (Z = 1.84,3.30,

p = 0.03,0.0005, effect size r = 0.38,0.69, respectively).

In ROIs where effects were found, we assessed their relative strength using twomeasures. First, we directly compared the integra-

tion, schematization, and grouping model fits within each ROI using two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank tests across participants, FDR-

corrected formultiple comparisonsacrossallmodel pairs. The remappingmodelwasnot compared to theothers as itsmeasureof fit is
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a subtraction between the fit to thewithin- andbetween-segment distancemodelmatrices, resulting in a different range of values than

the other three models. Second, we performed a partial correlation analysis to obtain the correlation between the neural pattern sim-

ilaritymatrix and the schematizationmodelmatrix when controlling for the variance explained by the integrationmodelmatrix, and the

correlation to the integration model matrix when controlling for the variance explained by the schematization model.

Finally, in addition to the main schematization model described above, which we also refer to as the overlay model, we also tested

four additional schematization models (reported in Figure S4):

1. Mirroring – This model assumes that segments are overlaid on each other by flipping them along the river axis, so that they are

the mirror image of each other. To create this model, we implemented the following steps: (i) aligned the two segments to each

other the using the method described for the overlay model; (ii) reset the origin of the common coordinate frame to be the

midpoint of the overlaid segments; (iii) ‘‘flipped’’ one segment by multiplying its x-coordinates by �1; (iv) constructed a

16x16 Euclidean distance matrix using the new coordinates.

2. Rotation – This model assumes an overlay of the segments with 180 degrees rotation. To create this model, we implemented

the following steps: (i) aligned the two segments to each other using the method described for the overlay model; (ii) reset the

origin of the common coordinate frame to be the midpoint of the overlaid segments; (iii) rotated one segment relative to the

other by multiplying its coordinates by a transformation matrix corresponding to a 180 degree rotation; (iv) constructed a

16x16 Euclidean distance matrix using the new coordinates.

3. Principal axis organization – this model assumes that objects are organized according to their location along the river, irrespec-

tive of their distance from it. The model matrix was created by calculating the inter-object distances using only their y axis co-

ordinates.

4. Quadrant schematization – this model assumes an overlay of all 4 quadrants on each other. This model was created using a

similar procedure to the overlay model, but in this case, the shifting procedure was applied to both the x and y coordinates, to

bring all four quadrants to a common space.

Searchlight Analyses

For each participant, a searchlight sphere of radius three voxels was placed around every gray-matter voxel (as defined by freesurfer)

in turn. The variance-normalized response to each object was calculated for every voxel in the sphere and these values were concat-

enated to obtain multivoxel activation patterns. Neural RSMs were created from these patterns and then analyzed for integration,

schematization, grouping and remapping effects as described in the preceding section; the resulting values were then assigned

to the central voxel of the sphere. The resulting maps of coefficients were smoothed with a 4mm Gaussian kernel using SPM12.

We then tested the significance of the results across participants in three search spaces: the whole-brain, a space combining all

ROIs (OPA, RSC, PPA, hippocampus and entorhinal cortex bilaterally), and the medial temporal lobe (bilateral hippocampus and en-

torhinal cortex only). The whole-brain mask was created using the AAL3 parcellation.134 The all-ROI mask was created by combining

the individual participants’ hippocampal and entorhinal masks, as defined by freesurfer, with the full scene-selective parcels from

Julian et al.117 The medial temporal lobe mask included only the hippocampal and entorhinal masks from freesurfer. Significance

was assessed across participants for each search space separately using Monte-Carlo permutation with threshold-free cluster

enhancement in the CosmoMVPA package, with exclusion of clusters smaller than 5 voxels.113 Searchlight results were visualized

using Connectome Workbench 1.4.2.135

Multi-dimensional scaling

ROI-specific neural similarity matrices were averaged across participants, for the JRD and object viewing task data (day 2 minus day

1 patterns) separately. Each matrix was normalized to the range of zero to one, and the cmdscale MATLAB function was used to

calculate the multi-dimensional scaling of the data to two-dimensional space. A numerical gradient descent algorithm was used

to rotate and translate each resulting two-dimensional embedding to most closely fit to the real object locations.

Re-analysis of data from Marchette et al., 2014
Data consisted ofmultivoxel activity patterns in RSC, PPA, OPA and hippocampus, obtainedwhile participants performed a JRD task

that required them to imagine standing at the locations of 16 different objects located in two rectangular subspaces (‘‘museums’’).

The museums were bounded by opaque walls, physically separated from each other, and had main axes that were offset by 90�

within a larger environment (see original paper30 for a full description of the experimental environment and data acquisition and pro-

cessing). We re-analyzed these data by calculating distances between the objects in either the global reference frame (integration

model) or a common local reference frame created by rotating the two museums into alignment and overlaying them on top of

each other (schematization model; Figure S5). Neural RSMs were created for each ROI in each participant by calculating Pearson

correlations between the multivoxel patterns elicited by each object; these neural RSMs were then compared to the model matrices

by Spearman correlation. The significance of the fits was tested against zero using a one-sample one-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank

test, and p values were corrected across ROIs using the FDR multiple comparisons correction.

Statistical analyses
All statistical tests were performed across participants. Behavioral effects’ significance was measured by one-sample Wilcoxon

signed-rank tests across participants, or paired-samples Wilcoxon signed-rank tests across participants for comparison of
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within-segment and between-segment values. All tests were two-tailed. Significance of correlation between fMRI neural pattern sim-

ilarity matrices and model matrices was tested by one-tailed one-sample Wilcoxon signed-rank tests across participants, compared

to chance correlation of zero (tests were one-tailed due to the preliminary hypothesis that model matrices will be positively correlated

to neural RSMs in case an effect exists, based on previous literature (e.g., Marchette et al.,30 Huffman and Ekstrom,50 and Deuker

et al.56)). Comparisons between model fits to the integration, schematization and grouping models were done using two-tailed

paired-sample Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for all pairwise model comparisons.136 Whenever multiple ROIs were tested, and for

the pairwise comparisons between multiple models, p values were corrected for multiple comparisons across ROIs or across model

pairs respectively using the false discovery rate (FDR) correction (Benjamini-Hochberg method as implemented in MATLAB’s mafdr

function). Effect sizes for all Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were calculated as r = Z=ON.
e8 Current Biology 31, 1–12.e1–e8, November 8, 2021
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Figure S1: Additional behavioral results, related to Figure 2. A) Learning of the virtual environment. The fraction of 
objects found without mistakes is plotted for each stage of the environmental learning task. Performance was near ceiling 
with all object visible in stage 1. Performance was lower in stage 2 when four objects including the target were covered by 
planks so that they were not visible, but improved gradually over subsequent stages, despite the increasing number of 
objects obscured. By stage 5, participants could find most objects without error even with all objects obscured. On day 2, 
participants performed 10 minutes of the learning task, starting again from the beginning. They performed close to ceiling, 
indicating full learning of object locations. Circles indicate mean accuracy across participants; error bars ±1 standard error 
of the mean. 

B) Environmental memory distortion effects. We asked participants to estimate the size of the environment along each 
direction. Sixteen participants believed that the environment was more elongated along the river direction, one participant 
thought that the environment was elongated in the direction perpendicular to the river, and the remaining seven participants 
accurately identified the environment as square. It is interesting that the majority of participants thought that the environment 
was elongated along the river rather than across it, given that their distance estimates would suggest the opposite pattern. 
The amount of distortion was then quantified using by dividing the north-south (along river) estimated length by the east-
west estimated length, resulting in a directional measure in which 1 indicates no memory distortion, <1 indicate memory 
elongation along the east-west axis, and >1 indicates elongation along the north-south axis. This distortion index was 
negatively correlated with accuracy in the distance comparison task (r=-0.51, p=0.013, left), and positively correlated with 
segmentation effects in the distance estimation task (r=0.47, p=0.025, middle) and distance comparison task (r=0.56, 
p=0.006, right). Thus, participants who had a more distorted memory for the shape of the environment made distance 
judgments that were less accurate and more segmented. However, these effects were strongly influenced by an outlier 
participant who remembered the environment as three times longer along the North/South axis. When this participant was 
excluded, correlations dropped to r=-0.42 for distance estimation accuracy (p=0.052), and r=0.03,0.20 for distance 
estimation and distance comparison segmentation effects (both Ps>0.37). 

 



 
Figure S2: Region of interest (ROI) masks and relation between task-based and localizer-based ROIs, related to 
STAR Methods section “Definition of regions of interest”. A) We used parcels from S1 to define the occipital place area 
(OPA, red), retrosplenial complex (RSC, blue), and parahippocampal place area (PPA, green). These parcels were used in 
combination with functional data to identify participant-specific ROIs. The hippocampus (purple) and entorhinal cortex 
(orange) were defined anatomically based on freesurfer parcellations. B) To define task-based ROIs, we selected voxels 
within the PPA, OPA, and RSC parcels that showed the greatest activation relative to baseline during the JRD and object 
viewing tasks. These task-based voxels (red) were different but partially overlapping with the voxels that showed greatest 
scene-selective activity in an independent perceptual localizer (blue), corroborating previous findingsS2–6. In PPA the 
localizer-based ROI tended to be more posterior than the task-based ROI for the JRD task and more medial than the task-
based ROI for the object viewing task. In OPA, the localizer- and task-based ROIs were largely overlapping. In RSC, the 
localizer-based ROI tended to be more ventral and posterior than the JRD task-based ROI. Colored voxels indicate voxels 
that were selected for at least 6 out of the 24 participants; in the RSC in the object viewing tasks, no voxels passed this 
threshold. C) Integration and segmentation effects in localizer-defined ROIs. In the JRD task, the integration and 
schematization models were significant in OPA (Z=1.99,2.92, p=0.046,0.006, effect size r=0.42,0.61, respectively), and the 
integration model was significant in RSC (Z=1.84, p=0.046, effect size r=0.38), corroborating the results of the main analysis 
in the activation-based ROIs. There was also a significant integration effect in PPA (Z=1.66, p=0.049, effect size r=0.35), 
which had been only marginally significant in the main analysis. No effects were significant in the localizer-based ROIs in 
the object viewing task (all ps>0.05). Box plot elements are the same as in Figure 2. Asterisks represent significant effects 
(one-tailed one-sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test for each model in each ROI, FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons 
across ROIs). RSC – retrosplenial complex, PPA – parahippocampal place area, OPA – occipital place area.   



  

 
Figure S3: Model fits in all bilateral and unilateral ROIs, related to Figure 4. In addition to the main analyses on bilateral 
ROIs described in the main text, we conducted exploratory analyses to test the observed effects in each brain hemisphere 
separately. A) In the JRD task, correlation of neural RSMs to the schematization model was significant in left RSC and left 
OPA, and close to significance in right OPA (Z=2.42,3.36,2.05; p=0.039,0.004,0.067; effect size r=0.50,0.70,0.43, 
respectively). The integration model was marginally significant in right RSC (p=0.086). B) In the object viewing task, 
correlation of the neural RSM to the integration model was significant in left RSC (Z=2.74, p=0.029, effect size r=0.57), and 
correlation to the schematization model was significant in left hippocampus (Z=3.23, p=0.004, effect size r=0.69). The 
grouping and remapping models did not predict neural similarities in any unilateral ROI (all ps>0.1). r – right hemisphere, l 
– left hemisphere, RSC – retrosplenial complex, PPA – parahippocampal place area, OPA – occipital place area, HC – 
hippocampus, ERC – entorhinal cortex. Asterisks represent significant effects (one-tailed one-sample Wilcoxon signed-rank 
test for each model in each ROI, p-values for each task are FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons across all five bilateral 
ROIs or ten unilateral ROIs). Box plot elements are the same as in Figure 2.   



 

 
Figure S4: Comparison of different schematization models, related to Figure 4. A) Schematization implies that neural 
representations are overlapping between the two segments. However, different types of schematization are possible. To 
test alternative forms of schematization, we constructed object distance matrices under three different models: overlay (the 
schematization model described in the main text), mirroring (flipping of the segments along the river axis so that they are 
overlaid as a mirror image of each other), and rotation (overlay of the segments with 180 degrees rotation). We also tested 
a fourth schematization model in which stimuli are represented solely in terms of their location along the principal 
environmental axis defined by the direction of the river and the distal landmarks. Finally, we tested a model of quadrant 
schematization, under which the four quadrants are represented as overlaid on each other. Note that the overlay model is 
highly similar to the mirroring and principal axis models in terms of inter-object distances (r=0.93, 0.97, respectively), and 
therefore it is difficult to disambiguate their effects from each other; however, these three models were not highly correlated 
to the rotation or quadrant schematization models (all rs<0.19). B) Correlation of the different models to neural similarities 
in RSC, OPA, and left anterior hippocampus. Neural similarities during the JRD task were significantly correlated with the 
overlay model in RSC (Z=2.27, p=0.029, effect size r=0.71) and significantly correlated with the overlay, mirroring, and 
principal axis models in OPA (Z=2.27, 2.47, 3.00, p=0.002, 0.036, 0.007, effect size r=0.71, 0.51, 0.62 respectively). Neural 
similarities during the object viewing task were significantly correlated with the overlay model in the left anterior hippocampus 
(Z=2.99, p=0.011, effect size r=0.61), and the correlation to the principal axis model was close to significance in this region 
(Z=2.47, p=0.053, effect size r=0.50). The rotation and quadrant schematization models did not significantly fit the data in 
any ROI (all ps>0.43). The five models had significant differences in their fit to the data in the OPA, with the overlay model 
providing the best overall fit which was significantly better than the rotation or quadrant schematization models (p=0.03,0.03, 
paired-samples Wilcoxon signed rank tests, FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons), but there were no significant 
differences in the RSC or left anterior hippocampus (all ps>0.2). Asterisks represent significant effects (one-tailed one-
sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test for each model in each ROI, FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons across ROIs). Lines 
indicate significant differences between models (pairwise Wilcoxon signed rank tests, FDR-corrected for multiple 
comparisons across models). Box plot elements are the same as in Figure 2. 



 
Figure S5: Schematization across spatial segments – replication in independent data, related to STAR Methods 
section “Re-analysis of data from Marchette et al. 2014”. A) Participants in a previous studyS7 were familiarized with a 
virtual environment consisting of four buildings arrayed in a cross-like pattern within a courtyard. Each building had a single 
entrance, and the interiors of all the buildings had the same rectangular shape. Within each building were eight unique 
objects, located in fixed positions along the walls, indicated here by numbered circles. After environmental familiarization, 
participants performed a JRD task in which they imagined themselves standing in front of the objects from two of the four 
museums. Thus, the design of the previous study was similar to the current one, but with three notable differences: (i) the 
subspaces in the previous study were delineated by walls rather than by a river that afforded co-visibility; (ii) the subspaces 
were aligned perpendicularly rather than in parallel; (iii) each object was imagined from a single direction rather than a 
variety of directions.  

B) We previouslyS7 reported results from classification analyses on multivoxel patterns, which revealed evidence for spatial 
codes in RSC that generalized across the building interiors—consistent with schematization. Here we more formally test 
the schematization and integration models by performing representational similarity analyses. Lines indicate distances 
between the objects that were used to construct representational similarity matrices. 

C) Neural pattern similarities in RSC were significantly correlated to both the integration model (Z=2.21, p=0.027, effect size 
r=0.45, FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons over ROIs) and the schematization model (Z=3.5, p=0.0009, effect size 
r=0.71), but the schematization model provided a significantly better fit (t(23)=2.03, p=0.04, effect size r=0.41). Neural 
pattern similarities in OPA were significantly correlated to the integration model (Z=2.36, p=0.027, effect size r=0.48) and 
marginally correlated to the schematization model (Z=1.9, p=0.057, effect size r=0.39), but with no significant difference 
between model fits (Z=0.57, p=0.57, effect size=0.12). This finding of spatial coding of OPA is notable because it was not 
revealed by the classification analyses used in the previous report. There were no significant effects in PPA or hippocampus. 
Asterisks represent significant correlation across participants (p<0.05, FDR-corrected); the plus sign indicates that 
correlation in OPA to the schematization model was close to significance (p=0.057). RSC – retrosplenial complex, PPA – 
parahippocampal place area, OPA – occipital place area, HC – hippocampus. Box plot elements are the same as in Figure 
2. 

These results show additional evidence for both schematization and integration in scene regions for an environment that is 
divided into subspaces. It is notable that the strongest schematization effects in the previous study were observed in RSC, 
whereas in the current study the strongest effects during the JRD task were observed in OPA. These differences may relate 
to the fact that the subspaces were defined by opaque boundaries in the previous study and the objects were all located 
along these boundaries. In contrast, in the current study, the subspaces were defined by a river that did not block vision, 
and objects were located throughout the environment. Although both sets of results confirm the importance of 
schematization, these differences between the studies suggest intriguing avenues for future investigation.  



 

Figure S6: Multidimensional scaling demonstrates spatial organization of neural patterns in RSC and 
hippocampus, related to Figure 6. A) The true configuration of objects in the environment. B) Multidimensional scaling of 
RSC neural patterns in the JRD task data. Patterns show separation along both the north-south and east-west axes of the 
environment, with some evidence for overlay of patterns from each side of each segment on each other. C) Multidimensional 
scaling of left hippocampus neural patterns in the object viewing task data. Some evidence for organization according to 
location on the North/South (river) axis can be observed. See Fig. 6 legend for detailed explanation. RSC – retrosplenial 
complex, HC – hippocampus. 
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